The transient nonlinear equation that describes the fast varying field in microstructure fibers (photonic crystal fibers) is established. In this equation, the frequency and wavenumber are functions of time. It is solved using two methods (the Volterra series integration and the Laplace transformation) and validated by comparing its simulation results with those of reported experiments and published theories. It is demonstrated that due to the introduction of the functions ω(t) and β(t) in the Maxwell's equations, new frequencies are continually induced and amplified by the nonlinear effect (supercontinuum generation). The second-order differential of the field to transmission distance (∂ 2 A /∂z 2 ) cannot be deleted, and in the resonance condition, this field exhibits a periodic oscillation along z. This property can be utilized to interpret the principle of photonic crystal fiber metamaterials.
I. Introduction
Recently, the broadened supercontinuum (SC) spectrum, as a new inexpensive and efficient source [1] , [2] , has realized major advances. The SC spectrum occurs when high-power ultrashort optical pulses propagate through a nonlinear and dispersive optical medium, i.e., the small-cored optical fibers and microstructured optical fibers. Initially, the spectral broadening is dominated by modulation instability(MI). Soon after, it is dominated by the self-phase modulation (SPM), intrapulse Raman scattering, and four-wave mixing, as well as dispersive wave generation due to higher-order dispersion [3] . The general principle of SC generation in the continuous wave (CW) regime is similar to that of the pulse regime, except that the initial CW field is first converted into a train of ultrashort pulses through MI in the low anomalous dispersion regime of the dispersion shifted fibers [4] .
The mechanism of broadband continuum generation is not completely understood due to the interplay of different nonlinear optical effects that are responsible for the generation of the broad spectra, and there is also an absence of quantitative agreement between the numerical simulations and experiments. The generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation, without resorting to the approximation of a slowly varying envelope, was derived in [5] . Remarkably, the pulse splitting was predicted to occur even when the dispersion was thought to be negligible compared to the nonlinearity. Additional analyses [6] , [7] in the negative group velocity dispersion (GVD) regime had been undertaken, and the inclusion of higher-order dispersion terms was necessary [8] . In [9] , the authors derived a unidirectional pulse propagation equation and provided a seamless transition from Maxwell's equations to the various envelope-based models. At higher peak power, Kerr nonlinearity did not solely predict the associated nonlinear effects. The impact of higher-order nonlinearity on the SC spectrum and a higher-order saturation effect were required to give a clear picture of the evolution of the SC spectrum [10] .
On the other hands, the direct measurement of frequency broadening in crystals and glasses was reported in [11] , and the frequency dependence of the nonlinear coefficient [12] was introduced. In some cases, Raman scattering was triggered by noise, resulting in unstable spectral broadening. Excellent reproducibility and stability of the seeded SC was achieved by deriving the mode-locked pump and seed waves from the parametric down-conversion. This method presented a low-noise, coherent SC generation with long pulses [13] . Additionally, the analysis and representation of the statistical properties of SC fields [14] , [15] had been extended to the second-order coherence characteristics of SC and showed that the second-order correlation functions were conveniently represented with two elementary fields and the associated weight functions which were measured experimentally [16] .
In this paper, we will derive a transient nonlinear equation (TNLE) with the postulates that the frequency and wavenumber of the field are functions of time (a fast time scale). With these treatments, the frequency expands quickly and thus, the derived TNLE can be utilized to describe the fast-varying frequency and envelope field. This equation is solved using two methods and the theory is validated by its simulations, which are consistent with the results of some reported experiments or published theories.
In Section II, the transient nonlinear equation will be derived, and its solution and validation are given in Section III. Section IV demonstrates the principles of SC generation and photonic crystal fiber-based metamaterials. Section V presents the conclusion.
II. TNLE for the Microstructure Fibers
In this section, we will derive the TNLE for the description of the field in a microstructure fiber.
From Maxwell's equation, the field satisfies
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, u 0 is the permeability, T is the time variable, and P L , P N L are the linear and nonlinear induced fields, respectively. In the process of SC generation, the frequency and wave vector are supposed as functions of time in an isotropic homogeneous medium. Without considering the polarization coupling and in the group velocity moving coordination system, the field is represented as
where ω is the frequency of field, and β is the wavevector. We separately calculate the right terms of (1). First
The cubic susceptibility tensor including the resonant and non-resonant terms is [17] 
where ω 21 is the frequency of atom vibration. and a are the attenuation and absorption coefficients, respectively.
and
where ⊗ is the convolution operator, and |E | 2 is the average power of the broadened field. According to [18] , we assume
Therefore
The equation describing the transmission field becomes It can be separated into two equations
where
Suppose β(ω) = β(ω) + β; thus
and (15) can be simplified as
The above theory can adapt to the field in photonic crystal fiber (PCF). A good example for this type of fiber is shown in Fig. 1 [19] .
III. The Solution of the TNLE

A. The Determinations of ω(t) and β(t)
For the Gauss pulse, the initial nonlinear phase is [18] 
where T 0 is the half width of the pulse in the 1/e of amplitude.
Fig. 2. Calculation of ω(T) and β(T).
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Then, there areω ω β , β , and β . We can get f 2 (ω),
R (ω) and adding the item nω 2c
Repeating the above process (20)-(23), we can obtain the modified ω(T) and β(T).
The above calculation is shown in Fig. 2 R (ω) . Then, f 2 (ω), f 3 (ω) are based on (7) and (11), respectively. g 2 , g 3 are from (9) and (10), respectively.
B. Volterra Series Integration
We adopt the Volterra series integration to solve (19) and do not take the initial conditions into account. The solution is
The initial conditions are assumed as zeros. Once the field severely interacts with the materials, the dispersion and nonlinear effects play the dominant roles compared with the initial conditions. That is why the general principle of SC generation in the CW regime is similar to that of the pulse [4] . Therefore, this treatment is reasonable for the SC generation.
C. Laplace Transformation
Taking the high-order dispersion (23) into account, and considering the non-linear item β is a polynomial, (19) can be written as where
are the n-order and m-order polynomials, respectively. By the Laplace transformation, (25) becomes
Adding the initial conditions in (25), we obtain
The field can be obtained by the iterative computation of (27).
D. The Validation of the Transient Nonlinear Equation Theory-Examples of SC Generation
(1) To validate the theory, we adopt the same parameters as [20] to simulate the pulse fission (see Fig. 3 ). Similar to [20] , the linear part of the dielectric permittivity ε l (defining the linear refractive index n l ) is supposed to vary with the optical frequency ω:
The initial conditions are ignored. We get the same figure as [20] where the coefficients are functions of frequency in the field transmission process. Therefore, our deriving equation (19) and its solution (24) are effective.
The discrepancies in pulse fission due to the different mathematical treatment. In [20] , authors introduce the dispersion items and nonlinear operator as functions of frequency while we assume the the frequency and wave-number are functions of time. In addition, the couple item 2iβ βA between dispersion and nonlinear coefficients in (19) results in the faster (inhomogeneous) pulse split.
(2) Utilizing the Laplace transform method, we simulate the SC spectrum in Fig. 4(a) for the same parameters of [16] . Based on our derived formula, the strong pulse fission occurs. This result is consistent with the theory of the elementary field [16] and the experimental result of [21] , which are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively. Therefore, the derived (19) and its solution (27) are efficient for describing SC generation with fast expanded frequency and varying wavenumber. Fig.  4(d) shows that the higher order dispersion cannot be ignored.
IV. Discussion
In this part, we will discuss the above TNLE and attempt to obtain some meaningful results.
(A) The frequency function, including the real and imaginary parts, is plotted in Fig. 5 . Similarly, there is an imaginary part in the function of wavenumber β(t). These imaginary parts do not occur at the initial place z = 0 (21)-(23); by the modulating functions f 2 (ω) and f 3 (ω), they are induced and will result in the amplitude gain of the new frequency component. Therefore, it can be concluded that with the assumptions of frequency and wavenumber being functions of time, the deduced transient nonlinear equation can clearly describe the new frequency occurring, being amplified and broadened with time and with transmission distance.
(B) The resonant nonlinear susceptibility χ
In the case of resonance, both ω and β are constants, and (8) becomes
where ω 12 is the frequency of the atom. There is A .
The field will present a periodic oscillation along the direction z. This is the principle of photonic crystal fiber (PCF)-based metamaterials.
From (32), the response frequency of PCF depends on the loss and power. We can utilize this property to design a type of PCF metamaterials, by altering the cladding thickness to obtain the expected response frequency [22] .
V. Conclusion
The quick evolution of the field in microstructure fiber can be described by the transient nonlinear equation in which the frequency and wavenumber are functions of time. New frequencies are induced and amplified by the nonlinear effect. The second-order differential of the field to transmission distance can't be deleted, which will induce an oscillation along z in the resonance condition.
